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Greetings all,
One of the ‘perks’ of this job is that occasionally you receive a request from out of the blue for FAC support of
events being held around the nation. I have spoken to
this on the FACNET but I am not sure all of you that receive the newsletter regularly partake. So I am going to
recap a few things that I am particularly proud of.
We have received two requests for FAC presence at ceremonies honoring fallen FACs. One took place earlier
this year in Colorado Springs, CO and it commemorated
the battle of Soui Tre in 1967. During that battle two
FACs were credited with directing airstrikes that helped
to hold off a large force of enemy attempting to wipe out
a Fire Support Base. Their efforts resulted in delaying
the attack long enough for reinforcements to arrive. The
two FACs involved were shot down and killed during
that battle. A contingent of FACs from the COS area
attended the ceremonies and helped to honor our fallen
brethren.
The second request came from a representing a group in
the Charlotte, NC honoring a FAC who went missing
during his mission. He was flying out of Cam Ranh Bay
and contact was lost with him and all the searches came
up empty. The group requested our assistance in honoring this FAC by attending a special ceremony at a memorial monument dedicated to fifteen fallen (including
our FAC) from one local high school. Again, folks
stepped up and represented us at this event.
As has been noted in the past your Board of Directors
donated funds to the Bud and Dorie Day Patriot Trail in
Fort Walton Beach, FL for the purchase of one of the
two flagpoles in the park that is part of the trail. The rib-

bon cutting ceremony took place on May 28th and several of our members represented us at this ceremony.
Thanks to all of you who have stepped up and given of
your time to represent us so well.

membership. If your membership is due for renewal, consider
becoming a life member. In either case, make your check to F
CA, Inc and send to me at PO Box 222, Polson, MT 59860.
Thanks for your support.

Calling all Bronco Busters, this October the Fort Worth
Aviation Museum and the OV-10 Bronco Association
will host Bronco Fest X honoring the fiftieth anniversary
of the OV-10 first flight. Check it out on their website:
http://www.fortworthaviationmuseum.com/home1.aspx

Trey Moran, Nail 13

IN MEMORIAM

Still a ways in the future but you need to put it on your
calendar, Reunion 2016 in Williamsburg, VA. Save up
your pennies and plan on joining us there in October,
2016.

Gary Blake

Col Robert H. Binish

12.23.2013

Best wishes to all for a safe second half of 2015.

LTC Warner Mcgraw Covey

14 Dec 2014

Brad Wright
Covey 251
Da Nang, May 1970 -1971

CSAF Gen Welch will take up the issue of enlisted pilots
both for the drones and possibly manned aircraft in a Nov
2015 Corona meeting. This is not a new things as we
have had enlisted pilots at one time or other in all our
services. It appears as the USAF is losing drone pilots
and they need to find replacement. The US Air Force
from its origin had 4,150 enlisted pilots and in WWII 18
enlisted pilots became aces. In the 60s we had an enlisted German Luftwaffe Messerschmitts BF-109 fighter
pilot ACE,Walter von Ryik, who was a SSgt Combat
Controller in the Air Commandos at Hurlburt. He was
always sure to let us know he fought on the Russian front.

TREASURER'S REPORT
June, 2015
As of 06/08/2015, our current financial position was:
Checking: Current Balance - $ 8,426
Savings: Current Balance - $ 49.262
CD's (2): Current Balance - $ 100,200
During the first half of 2015, we rolled over one of our
CD’s, using the opportunity to pull out $15,000 and,
combined it with $10,000 from savings, fully fund our
third scholarship. We reinvested the remaining $35,000
in another CD.

Bilk FAC

November 2014

Sam the cougar and Sergeant
Walter von Ryik, two of the
most unusual Air Commandos
at Hurlburt to ever work as
CCTs and FACs. The story of the
cougar is for another day.

We received two requests for funding help. The Board
approved $1,000 donations to the Pacific Aviation Museum at Pearl Harbor for the restoration of their O-2A
and The Hurlburt Field Airpark’ FAC display.

Pratt Ashworth, prattashworth@cox.net. "The Spy in the Hanoi
Hilton." The video is long, but worth the time spent. The

video and password is below. This may be the most important 51 minutes you ever spent of what really happened to our POWs in North Vietnam. Password: hanoi
(lower case), https://vimeo.com/user32618373/
review/124635885/cac76f8ca9

To help the association save money, if you haven’t already done so, consider switching your newsletter delivery to email. Just let me know and I’ll make it happen.
You can also help by keeping track of your membership
by noting your status on the first line of your address on
this newsletter. The first number is the last year of your

From Great Aviation Quotes: Chopper pilots get it up
quicker.
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The service continued with speeches, hymns and National anthems by a choir and miltary orchestra (band). The
ceremony started at 5:00am and it was still very dark.
Certainly not light enough to shoot anybody up in the
hilly terrain behind the North Beach site, which the soldiers did 100 years before. Back then, the first shots
were fired at about 4:30am so I guess they had better
eyesight than what I have now. With the 8,000 Australians, 2,000 New Zealanders and 500 others, the site was
at max capacity. After the Dawn Service, we all had to
make our way up a hilly walking track to the Lone Pine
cemetery for the next service which started at 11:00am.
There was seating for the 8,000 Australians and about
200 dignatories at the Lone Pine cemetery. Again, the
ceremony was impressive. The ceremony lasted about an
hour.
After, most of the dignatories moved a little further
north for a Turkish ceremony site and a New Zealand
service at Chunuk Bair (3km north of Lone Pine) which
started at 1:45pm. The NZ ceremony was telecast on
large screens for the Australian audience at Lone Pine.
There were more than 400 buses used to get visitors
around the sites and out of the area. This led to delays.
We got back to the ship at 7:00pm, exactly 24 hours after we departed the night before. This return was followed by plenty of red wine. It was all a wonderful experience. LEST WE FORGET

Denny Crouch, Nail 23, Doolittle Raiders' Gold Medal
Goes on Display
The Doolittle Raiders' Congressional Gold Medal now
resides on permanent display at the National Museum of
the US Air Force in Dayton, Ohio, following a handover
ceremony there on the 73rd anniversary of the Raiders'
daring bombing strike on Japan. "We proudly turn over
our Congressional Gold Medal" to the museum for the
American public to see and appreciate, said retired Lt.
Col. Dick Cole, one of the two surviving Raiders, during
the April 18 ceremony. The other living Raider, former
SSgt. David Thatcher, was also in attendance. The medal
joined the Doolittle Raiders exhibit in the museum's
World War II gallery. Together with the exhibit's other
items, it will "inspire our current and future generations
of American youth to greatness," said museum Director
Jack Hudson. The museum ceremony took place three
days after congressional leadership formally presented
the medal, the highest civilian award that Congress can
bestow, to the Doolittle Raiders on Capitol Hill, recognizing their heroism and service to the country. Hudson
accepted the medal that day on behalf of the 80 Doolittle
Raiders. (For more on the handover, see the museum's
Facebook page.)
Peter Condon, Tamale 15, Sidewinder 23, 1969, Anzac
Day in Turkey. The Australian government ran a lottery for the 8,000 seats alloted. 2,000 for the New Zealanders.
We departed our cruise ship docked at Canakkale on the
Asian side of the Dardanelles and because of the Turkey
President’s itinerary, the ferries were stopped for two
hours. After crossing the Dardanelles we went somewhere for the bus to be registered and all pax to be
checked into the exclusion zone. Then we headed for
Gaba Tepe, just south of the Dawn Service site where
we were held for about two hours. It is now about midnight. At about 02:30am. We boarded shuttle buses for
North Beach, the site for the Dawn Service. Entertainment at the North Beach site was telecast to the holding
park. This included history videos of the Gallipoli campaign. The VIP's in attendance were Prince Charles and
his son Prince Harry, the Prime Minister of Australia,
the Prime Minister of New Zealand and a few less important persons from Austalia, New Zealand, UK,
France, Turkey and India. As the ceremony progressed
seven warships from Australia, New Zealand UK and
Turkey quietly sailed past in the background, reasonably
close to shore. They were in about half-mile trail and
doing about ten knots. It was a very moving back-drop.

Bryan Butler, bryanbutler1978@yahoo.com, Hmong
fighting along side of US in Laos. This might be of interest to
some. Where I live we have a large group of Hmong people. Many
people my age have no clue about this war. We Fought with America in the Vietnam War, but Most Americans Don't Know About Us.
Many know the Vietnam War as one of the bloodiest and most unpopular wars in U.S. history. Some even label it a mistake.
They have come to America and these people have done wonders
for themselves with some 2000 plus PHDs and over 10,000 with
bachelor degrees. VP’s influence on them has really paid off for the
Hmongs.

Orville Wright, 1917. When my brother and I built the
first man-carrying flying machine we thought that we
were introducing into the world an invention which
would make further wars practically impossible.
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William H. Rees, reesf@kih.net; A reminder and article
he sent to the Cincinnati Enquirer.
April 30, 2015 is the 40th anniversary of the fall of Saigon, previously capitol of South Vietnam, and also the
40th anniversary of the outright military conquest of
South Vietnam by the government of North Vietnam and
thus the end of South Vietnam as a nation. Everybody
should remember these facts, and also some others.
It was an excellent article but I couldn’t put it in the
Newsletter de to space.
Claude Newland, rustic19@cox.net, Bud & Dorie Day
Patriots' Trail Dedication, Thursday, 28 May 2015 The
weather was beautiful for the dedication. A good crowd
assembled to mark the event. VIPs included our local
State Senator Don Gaetz, local State representative,
Gaetz (Don's son), and Ft Walton Beach mayor Mike
Anderson. The event was MC''d by Ted Corceran, president of the Ft Walton Beach Chamber of Commerce.
The Misty FACs had four representatives at the ceremony. The Trail is 1/2 mile long and features 16 historical
markers with information about the couple's life together. The second phase of the trail project will begin this
summer when the city demolishes the Docie Bass Recreation Center. It will be replaced with a courtyard and
memorial garden. Pavers are interspersed in the walkway that depict the shields of the various branches of the
Armed Forces and words which reflect the life of Bud
and Dorie, such as Warrior, Valor, Community, Purple
Heart, Friends, Leader, Patriot, etc. The flagpole sponsored by the FAC Association will be installed when the
second phase of the trail is complete. Bud and Dorie's
children and family members were all in attendance.
George Day, Jr gave remarks on behalf of the Day family. Dorie and her children unveiled the sign that marks
the beginning of the Trial.

Claude Newland, South East Asia FACs/History is in “A
brief History of Forward Air Controlling” by Charlie Pocock, Jim Gordon, Jerry Allen and Chralie Heidel at
http://www.fortworthaviationmuseum.com/docs/FAC%
20Stuff/FAC_history.pdf. It is 12 pages long and something to pass on to the kids.
Claude Newland, rustic19@cox.net, 2014 FAC Reunion
-Witness to War Foundation Update
Below is an update from Martin Madert who attended
the 2014 FAC reunion and interviewed about 20 FACs.
Since we last spoke, we have updated our website and
added a few interviews that were conducted at the last
FAC reunion. You can visit our Vietnam page and see
clips of my interviews with Al Matheson and Al Muller
(we’re working alphabetically by first name if you can’t
tell). Also be sure to check out the published portions of
my interview with Joe Galloway which were also recently added. Martin S. Madert; Witness to War Foundation, T770-628-0024 C: 770-6530066| wlmailhtml:seb@witnesstowar.org

Goaviation@aol.com Check out How to Fire an Air
Force Squadron Commander: A Handy Guide
How to Fire an Air Force Squadron Commander: A
Handy Guide : John Q. Public. We all have seen it at
one time or another in our Air Force career. It is both
funny and not so funny if it involved you.

Wells Jackson Misty I think most of the MISTY's were
busy or dealing with some medical issues. I believe we
all contributed to the trail and, we have a reunion scheduled in Destin this October. But, we did not participate
too well at the opening...The fellow that runs that golf
club sure loved Bud and Dori.

One for Castro. On 5 October 1969, a Cuban pilot,
Lieut. Eduardo Guerra Jimenez defected with his MiG17 to Homestead Air Force Base of Miami. The plane
was returned to the Cubans. Separately on June 12, 1979,
ten years later, the pilot hijacked Delta Air Lines Flight
1061 back to Havana.[4]

Thank God, men cannot as yet fly, and lay waste the sky

An airplane will probably fly a little bit overgross but it

as well as the earth.Henry David Thoreau, 1861.

sure won't fly without fuel.
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Peter Condon, I have just attended the Anzac Day ceremonies conducted at the Gallipoli Peninsula in Turkey. It
has been a long day but well worth it. 8,000 Aussies and
2,000 New Zealanders attended the 100th anniversary.The attendance numbers were controlled by a government ballot. It was good to walk the ground where
our forces were beaten 100 years ago. They had a very
difficult task. Controlled by the Brits too!
Cheers,

Andy Munzing O2-A #68-11160 I was wondering if
anyone has any information on this aircraft. Currently it
is on display at the Greater Peoria Airport in Illinois outside the main gate. I was a FAC Intell Airman with the
20TASS @ Hue/PhuBai from 68 to August 69 and got in
some time with the Trail 30X FAC's. My daughter-inlaw made a nice photo display for me for Christmas of it
and I would like to get some info on it, if any. .

Air Medals for remaining RAAF and RNAF FAC. I
had to resubmit the AM to a new Congresswoman due to
the former one quitting. I am asking that the 28 FACs be
grandfathered the AM since they could not be found during the first submittal for these FACs otherwise they
would have been awarded the medal. If awarded then all
our foreign FACs would have received a deserving medal.

T.D. Allman, was the most feared news reporter in Laos
to our operations there. He was a freelance journalist
and a historian trying to expose the CIA secret war in
Laos which included FAC operations and Project 404.
He coined the phrase “Secret War” and was notorious in
Laos in his reports as well as his excursion into Long
Tieng (20A) where he almost got killed. I was later to
learn he was a very serious man who graduated from
Harvard, a Peace Corps worker in Nepal, a PHD and
rescued massacre victims in Cambodia. Maybe he was
on our side after all this.

Gary Wills, Death of Gary Blake; I just learned of the
death of Gary R Blake, a Bilk FAC who
served a TDY period with the Red Markers before and
during TET 68. Gary survived a Bird Dog accident when
a VNAF L-19 collided with him on short final. However, he had continuing problems from injuries sustained
in the crash. Gary died in November 2014. His obit is on
line.

Ed Gunter, Edgunter@aol.com. The Raven Scholarship
program has given over $91,000 to 94 outstanding
young Hmong and Lao students since 2006 rhanks to the
generosity of Ravens and friends. This year's Scholarship selection committee was headed up by Spike
Milam (for the 7th year) and assisted by Ron Kosh,
Vinny Pastore and Joe Scheimer. Winners were
spread out throughout the country: California, Connecticut, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina and Oregon
and the scholarships were mostly presented by Ravens.
Steve Wilson, Joe Scheimer, Gene Hamner, John
Fuller, Bill Williams, John Swanson and Craig Duehring made the presentation and travelled at their own
expense. Our 44th Reunion will be at Randolph AFB in
October.

Robert Binish, r.binish@avairpros.com: My father
Colonel Robert H. Binish was a FAC from approximately 9/1965 to 6/1966 stationed at Da Nang and Bien Me
Thout. He passed away 12.23.2013 at the age of 81. Can
you provide any information on my father?

The U.S. Air Force Wants Laser-Firing Jets By 2022.
Back in early April, the U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff
mentioned that the service will always need good pilots
"who want to come in and fly the F-22, the F-35, the XWing fighter." According to Breaking Defense, Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) officials say the service wants to arm fighter jets with laser cannons by
2022. This comes from remarks made to reporters at
"DoD Lab Day" recently held at the Pentagon. WOW!
A checkride ought to be like a skirt, short enough to be

Major Richard Harwood Pearce, a bronze sta to Cuba
in 1967 r medal recipient in Vietnam as an infantryman,
was the USA highest ranking officer that defected in
his own airplane over martial problems. He was granted asylum in Cuba but was free to leave when he wanted. He returned to the US in Nov 1979, court-martialed
sentenced to one year and dismissed from the Army. It
would be of interesting to know if any FAC ever provided him support in Vietnam. http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/List_of_Western_Bloc_defectors

interesting but still be long enough to cover everything.

Without fuel, pilots become pedestrians.
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Comments on use of M-16 in O-2
Skip, skipsmo@gmail.com, Don't remember seeing a
clip on the left side of the pilot seat, nor much reason for
one - until 7th AF came down with the order forbidding
firing the M-16 from the cockpit. So....since there was
rarely anyone else in the plane, who was to know? Total
disregard of order until one day the opportunity to shoot
at the bad guys came and I discovered a better reason
than regulations to not fire through the big open window
on the left (an I Corp mod). I fired on full auto (short
time) and quit to recover the HOT! HOT! brass that ricocheted from the windscreen and down the collar of my
flight suit. Never tried it again. Right side as pax OK.
Left side as pilot? dumb! Cheers, Skip
R2, At least in the OV we flew fast enough to not be
able to have open windows.............did not work for the
bad guys however! .
Allen Dyer, in 1969-70, at pleiku, one of our Covey FAN's carried an M79 40mm grenade laucher with
him on night missions in the O-2. he was concerned
about firing the M-16 out the window because he
thought he might accidently hit the strut and the small
arms fire at our height was ineffective. All of the nav's
were senior to the pilots, so, they normally got to carry whatever slightly orthodox ordinance seemed like
"good ideas at the time."
Art Benjamin, In '65 -'66 I was based at Nha Trang in
the 5th ACS flying U-10's. I flew with Fred Craig on a
few rare occasions when we could afford to have two
pilots aboard. Fred preferred the right seat, not because
he was an IP, but so he could fire several clips from his
AR-15 out the side window at targets, real and imagined, in the Ban Me Thout area. He had previously
learned the hot brass issue in the left seat when solo. He
also was known for swiping the big iced tea glasses
from the club at Bien Hoa. He would pull the pin on a
grenade and stuff it into the glass so the handle wouldn't
come off. I don't know how many of these he dropped
on the VC and NVA. I wouldn't fly with him with
those things - I figured an errant round might break the
glass. Of course, 7th AF never knew about any of
this. Fred has long since passed away, so there can't be
any official reprisals.
Al Wight, First USAF FAC in Vietnam with confirmed kills 1961, The only problem I had in the U-10
was the hot shell casings chewed up the inside of the
windshield when they ricocheted around it. Mechanics
had a treasure hunt trying to find the casings hiding in
all the nooks and crannies of the cockpit and had to

change the windshield every once in a while. When you
have a choice always go full auto. Those 20 round clips
emptied real fast. Always kept two clips taped back to
back and kept a good supply of extras in my flight kit
along with several grenades. Loved those willey peter
grenades the best. Lots of fire and smoke. I can’t imagine doing that stuff now.
Al was threatened with court martials for fring the AR15 from the U-10
I received a letter from Gen Pete Piotrowski, former
VCCSAF, on a FAC story he had included in his book
“Basic Airman to General.” Capt. Morris Brooks,
whose father was Boston Blackie in the movies, was being directed in an O-1E by Lt Tom McInerney, now
General & news commentator. Morris was shot down in
a beehive of VC activity. Lt McInerney landed his plane
and rescued Morris similar to what Maj Bernie Fisher
did for ”Jump" Myers at the Asahu Valley. Both Capt.
Morris and Lt McInerney were awarded the Silver Star
for their efforts that day. Pete added that Gen McInerney
was one of four brothers who graduated from the USMA
at West Point-probably a record.
Jack, b58y@comcast.net, Mosquitoes to Wolves: the
Evolution of the Airborne Forward Air Controller. Can
be obtained from AU and was written by Gary Lester at
AU in 1997 who was a F-4 Fast FAC GIB who holds a
PHD I History. The 280 pages book can be downloaded
at http://uploads.worldlibrary.net/uploads/
pdf/20121013023626mosquitoes_to_wolves_pdf.pdf .
From a fast review it appears as an excellent FAC history.
Robert Green, c3b22485@va.metrocast.net.
After Being Lost For 57 Years Canadians amateur divers
found our lost nuc for us!!! This was reported by a local
paper on February 12, 2015. It was found Near Tybee
Island, GA
Tim Eby I'm sad to announce that Lt Col Warner
McGraw passed away peacefully this evening at 1758,
14 Dec 2014. He was ALO, mentor, hero, and friend to
all the Pleiku Coveys during 1970. He was in poor
health then, and his toughness kept him going until
now. His dear wife, Lois passed away the day before
our FWB reunion. He taught by example a quiet style of
leadership from the front that stood many of us in good
stead for life.
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Trey Moran, Restoration of the O-2A is coming along
nicely at the Pacific Aviation Museum, but your financial support is still important and necessary.
You can send a donation to our FAC Association treasurer or directly to Pacific Aviation Museum Pearl Harbor, with a note that you are supporting the restoration
and exhibit of the O-2A on behalf of the FAC Association, online at www.pacificaviationmuseum.org/donate
or by mail to Pacific Aviation Museum Pearl Harbor,
319 Lexington Blvd. Hangar 37, Honolulu, HI
Our Association has donated $1,000 towards an important project at the Pacific Aviation Museum Pearl
Harbor. Working inside Hangar 79, a WWII aircraft assembly and maintenance workshop on historic Ford Island, the restorers used the wreckage of three different
airplanes to complete the airframe of a Cessna O-2A
Skymaster. Now we invite you to help “Adopt” this
reminder of our service, and of all who served with
us, with the final stages of restoration. This great
warbird needs to be painted. The result will be an historic display of an important airplane that served in the
Pacific region that will draw interest, communicate a
story with impact, and generate emotion when displayed.
Your donation is tax deductible and you will be recognized, as will our entire Association, at the dedication
for this aircraft, which we will help plan, when it is
ready for display. You can send a donation to our FAC
Association treasurer or directly to Pacific Aviation Museum Pearl Harbor, with a note that you are supporting
the restoration and exhibit of the O-2A on behalf of the
FAC Association, online at 96818.

Booth Circle and Foxx Street on Hurlburt Field are the
only streets on the base named after FACs. Named in
honor of Capt Herbert W. Booth Jr (USMA 64) and
TSgt Richard Foxx (CCT). Both were killed, along with
an Army Capt Terry Cordell, on 15 October 1962 when
their U-10 FAC aircraft was hit and on fire crashed 14
miles north of Ban Me Thuot, South Vietnam after sustaining damage from Viet Cong small arms ground fire.
These were the first FACs killed in Vietnam and Foxx
was the first CCT/FAC killed in Vietnam
John Wiren, former president of Air America Association, wrote me this; “Let it be known that the initial cadre of VP air force was from Air America, not Thai,
Meo, Air Commando or Raven. In May of 1964 there
was a small group (6) of Air America pilots recruited by
the Agency and the U.S. Embassy, who had flown the T28 and with prior experience in the matter of combat,
interdiction and sar. This was a very successful program
that went on for several years until the US military and
local components got up to speed. We never lost a pilot
and only two aircraft.” Now the secret is out right from
the source.

Major Richard Harwood Pearce, a bronze star medal
recipient in Vietnam as an infantryman, was probably
the only USA officer that defected to Cuba in 1967 over
martial problems. He was granted asylum in Cuba but
was free to leave when he wanted. It would be interesting to know if any FAC ever provided him support in
Vietnam. He later returned to the US in 19 . The list
of pilots defecting around the world is an interesting
read on the Internet and can be surprising.

According to Breaking Defense, Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) officials say the service wants to arm fighter jets with laser
cannons by 2022.

T.D. Allman was the most feared news reporter in Laos
to our operations there. He was a freelance journalist
trying to expose the CIA secret war in Laos which included FAC operations and Project 404. He coined the
phrase “Secret War” and was notorious in Laos in his
reports as well as his excursion into Long Tieng (20A)
where he almost got killed. I was later to learn he was a
very serious man who graduated from Harvard, a Peace
Corps worker in Nepal, a PHD and rescued massacre
victims in Cambodia. Maybe he was on our side after
all this.

Did you ever wish you still had one or more of the flight
manuals of the aircraft you flew so many years ago?
Click on the left portion of the web site below and have
fun. They are all there.
http://www.flight-manuals.com/info.hthttp://
ep.yimg.com/ca/I/yhst25743750278216_2244_158142320 (have a hard copy of
this one)
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